Through a mixture of exercises and theory, we will demonstrate why and how visualization can augment

The Visual Mind.
Did you know that problem-solving abilities

cognition and improve problem-solving abilities. You will learn how to sketch and how to translate these
sketches into visuals to communicate with. You will master structuring your thoughts and be able to literally
get on the same page with your clients or colleagues.

of professionals improve when they are able

In this training, you will learn how to view information from a different perspective; a visual perspective. We

to visualize their own thinking process

will teach you how to use sketching to improve your thinking and to communication:

clearly? Viewing and/or thinking about
information visually improves the

•

aids in organizing your thoughts. Thus, sketching while reading often reveals relations that otherwise

cooperation between the left and right

would have stayed hidden in the text.

hemispheres, which has several interesting
•

benefits.

Mastering the art of visual thinking will allow you to move through textual content faster. Visual thinking

Master the art of visual communication to get across your ideas in clear and efficient fashion. Visualizing
your way of thinking graphically allows others to understand, connect and build on (your) ideas better
than before.
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This 180-minute training is suited for a maximum of 20 professionals and covers the basics of visual literacy,
visual thinking and visual communication.
The session will be provided to you by the Deloitte Designing Insight Team. The Deloitte Designing Insight
team specializes in incorporating image use within organizations, training professionals and creating
effective visual communications for complex issues. The team operates based on a scientific framework that
has proven the benefits of visualization.

Designing Insight.
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